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which have been widely condemned as constituting war crimes, 9 are important moments in and of themselves. However, the fact that Gaza has been locked behind a land, sea and trade blockade since 2006-thus having its economy strangled, its infrastructure destroyed, and its people impoverished-has contributed in particular ways to the degeneration of Israel's public image. This brutal context helps explains why the 2010 attack by Israeli forces on the Mavi Marmara flotilla, as it sought to break the blockade, generated extraordinary disapproval. In addition to the occasional condemnations in the official (diplomatic) arena, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) in Europe and North America have criticized Israel sharply in recent years. 10 The barrage of negative responses to Israel's military confrontations has also provoked self-critique, and the nation's main public diplomacy strategy has become a popular target. Israel's State Comptroller published a damning report regarding the 2006 war on Lebanon. 11 This critique led to the establishment of a government office dedicated to revamping Israel's diplomacy, a phenomenon commonly known as hasbara [Hebrew for 'to explain'] . Despite novel developments and increasing international attention, hasbara is not a new phenomenon: it has always been regarded as a governing pillar of state politics. Rather than being a recent consequence of the internet, the perceived failures of hasbara are part of a recurring anxiety, one that has existed ever since the birth of hasbara during the founding of the State of Israel.
This article will argue that hasbara is best understood as the manufacturing of discontent with, or toward, Palestinian self-determination, while simultaneously constituting consent for Israel's dominance. However, set within conventional interpretations of public diplomacy, hasbara involves apparent ambiguities. After demonstrating the main hypotheses of public diplomacy, I propose that, having emerged within a (continuing) settler-colony, hasbara does not suit the general public diplomacy frame. Moreover, as media and journalism are key contemporary domains for public diplomacy, how, then, can social media be dealt with as recent, yet customary, platforms for journalists? I unpack this tension by discussing the presence of journalists on online digital public platforms, which have exposed the contradictions between Israel's desired and actual public persona. I then identify new forms of Israeli public diplomacy. The result is a rebooted version of hasbara: hasbara 2.0. This term has a double meaning: it both reflects the way hasbara has developed in response to social media, and also how it tries to adapt in response to shifting public opinion. Meanwhile, 9 For outstanding reports that contain important evidence, see: UN General Assembly Human Rights Council online journalism offers content over which newsroom editors have less control, and it underwrites a particular information flow. Quite different from the artificial mediation of hasbara, this flow enables an affective relation between writer and reader. In due course, online media has an impact on the possibilities for Palestinian activists and international solidarity networks. If accessible content-using the infrastructures of digital mass media as an active playground, rather than waiting to be heard-has the potential to influence part of the public, it may also solidify hasbara. For this reason, I explore the implementation of media hyperbole and red flags as short-cut routes for hasbara. These efforts clearly implicate potential Palestinian solidarity; however, while such policy of media distraction helps hasbara, they are not deterministic. In other words, while techno-media infrastructures contribute to transformations in the arena of diplomacy, the internal contradictions of diplomacy and media processes do not make them the sole mediators of news and opinion. Hasbara is under pressure as a result of the coming together of technological change, shifts in international public opinion and the rise of pro-Palestinian activism, and these are crucial factors in this dialectical process. Palestine reminds us that whereas the politically contentious context and changing media ecologies have diplomatic ramifications, they are never settled or constant.
Deconstructing Hasbara
An exploration of hasbara has to take place within debates and conceptualizations of diplomacy. There are two general approaches to public diplomacy: One that sees public diplomacy as a necessary evil; and another that sees it simply as a given context within which nations must interact.
12 However, a literature review of Israeli diplomacy reveals that the idea of public diplomacy as a 'necessary evil' is more in tune with the Israeli approach to public diplomacy. Public diplomacy mostly is deployed with reference to a state's foreign (geopolitical or political-economy) policy; the basic premise of public diplomacy is influencing international (and sometimes domestic) publics. The perceived legitimacy of engaging in public diplomacy is based on the principle that antipathy to one's power may negatively affect the ability to pursue one's interests. While persuasion through public diplomacy is the contemporary paradigm, the case of Israel provokes a comparison with the less neutral term 'state propaganda,' (which can be understood as the communication of ideas to lure audiences in negative ways), that rather than persuasion typically refers to manipulation.
News management, public opinion and propaganda have long been related. Diplomacy has been transformed over the years so that earlier associations with totalitarianism have been refined into public diplomacy. Foreign policy decision-making is linked to newsroom decision-making. However, managing collective attitudes is mostly effective when it is unnoticeable because, in modern representative democracies, credibility rests on the assumed independence of the newsroom from political interests. 13 Influencing the public is a process, crafted over time, the result of a form of negotiation.
14 Public diplomacy is very often a product of, and a tool for, national security. 15 The 'war on terror' signalled an important shift in public diplomacy, because the need to legitimize the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq 12 N. Snow (2008) Ibid, p. 57. necessitated a return to Cold War styles of diplomacy. Nonetheless, 9/11 did not change the relationship forever: winning military wars does not depend as much on public opinion as on strength in the battlefield, as Saeed argued. 16 The idea that the media are hegemonic has a longstanding legacy, going back at least to the model work of Walter Lippmann, which was the basis for the classic work by Edward Herman and Noam Chomsky.
17 They explain that the media's filtering of reality leaves us with a clean residue that is fit for printing, one which is designed to pacify the public. Class conflict also is performed through mass media, because financial corporations own most media outlets and their news production effectively elevates dominant private interests. Citizens are inculcated with a set of values that fit the structures of society; in the process, dissent is marginalized. The 'propaganda model,' the term used by Herman and Chomsky to explain mass media, builds on the idea that bourgeois media reproduces capitalists' interests and offers valuable contributions. However, there are important reservations regarding the idea that 'the' media inculcate us with dominant values and beliefs. The alignment between the interests of capital and media do not offer fully adequate explanations. Dissenting voices are allowed, since there are differences between the media actors themselves, despite the fact that they share a capitalist framework. This was evident in the run-up to the Iraq war in the UK. 18 The paradox is that capitalist media and news outlets function in a capitalist market system, and this means that they rely on customers (outlets must reflect at least some of their readers' interests) and they compete with other providers, which results in certain nuances in the dominant discourse. Hasbara also involves conflicting practices and strategies that are designed to improve Israel's reputation and to mobilize international public support, but it still deviates from public diplomacy. Following Edward Said, 19 I regard hasbara as a state-orchestrated effort to manage the increasing public critique that Israel faces. Hence, to understand hasbara fully, we need to deconstruct public diplomacy further.
Public diplomacy is about gaining support for global and regional hegemony, it is far from not value free. Oddly, mainstream literature rarely explores the overall political and economic goals of public diplomacy (e.g., the advancing of free-market paradigms) and instead often employs normative terms, like 'rough states.' Unsurprisingly, public diplomacy is a US-focused topic in the literature, albeit (due to US global hegemony) one to which audiences and researchers across the world are predisposed. While analyses of public diplomacy are framed by ethical and humanitarian language, the management of imperial policy is the core motive of public diplomacy. 20 The widely-cited Handbook of Public Diplomacy (Snow and Taylor 2008 ) is a case in point. 21 Thus, the contradictions inherent in hasbara in part also reside within the general liberal imperial project that underpins many public diplomacy studies. In an excellent review of James Panment, 22 Sue Jansen addresses the corporate predisposition of public diplomacy and points to the main flaw in much research: a focus on ideal scenarios, rather than on critically investigating the actual practices.
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Public diplomacy is distinguished from diplomacy mainly by the fact that it is geared toward the media and is interested in addressing the wider public. Overall, both diplomacy and public diplomacy studies identified 9/11 as the moment at which a paradigm shift took place. 24 As a result of this event, a return to unilateral and violent methods changed the context and shape of (public) diplomacy as a key instrument of foreign policy. This is reflected by problems of definition.
25 Diplomacy is mainly a process of communication (as opposed to war), which is used to solve conflict or to maintain stability. 26 Thus, while public diplomacy is, at its core, about how governments manage their position by promoting their national interests on a global scale, the way existing orders are justified depends on how they are positioned in a particular state structure. A relatively stable bourgeois democracy (e.g., Britain or the United States) will shape the content of dominant media differently and tends to meet the opinion of the public where it must.
27 Such restrictions on the instrumentalization of mass media are reflected in diplomacy, albeit the extent of the limitation depends on a given historical context and depends also on which part of society is concerned: For instance, much of the careful restraints do not extend to particular minority groups.
After World War II and the processes of decolonization, and then the aftermath of the Cold War, imperialism and colonialism were not conditional on material (financial or military) superiority only: They depended more than before on the struggle for hearts and minds. Ideally, diplomacy relies on deterrence, rather than coercion, 28 though a mixed approach (armed, economic and subversion) is the common reality.
29 Public diplomacy therefore is treated differently from military-type operations (Psychological Operations [psyops] ) and authoritarian-type propaganda. The main premise of public diplomacy is that it enhances state credibility by virtue of domestic and international behavior. This presents challenges with regard to the application of the term public diplomacy in Israel. Firstly, while hasbara alludes to a particular strategy of diplomacy, it is also part of a broader militarized context that inhibits military elements of psyop and cyber warfare. 30 Again, the emphasis of public diplomacy is on soft measures, since voluntary legitimacy is more secure and sustainable than coerced obedience. Joseph Nye's much-used term 'soft power' corroborates the rationalization of non-violent/non-aggressive forms of submission. 31 useful to remember Nye actually believed a combination of hard power (military force) and soft power (media strategies), that he named smart power, the ideal version. A difference between public diplomacy and hasbara is that, unlike public diplomacy, hasbara does not fit into a 'post-conflict' framework can't be 'smart'. This crucial disqualification becomes apparent in the results of its policies and renders hasbara susceptible to much critique.
Trapped between Diplomacy and Propaganda
Israel noticed a growing change in its international reputation during the Second Intifada. In the words of Eytan Gilboa, Israel was subjected to 'poisonous' and 'anti-Semitic' media coverage throughout Europe and the Arab world.
32 Ever since this time the critique about Israeli public diplomacy has increased inside Israel. 33 According to Gilboa, officials continuously 'failed to prevent the deterioration of Israel's image and reputation in the world.'
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Israel began to pursue a more serious and confrontational diplomacy. 35 Indeed, Israel's State Comptroller demanded an extensive examination of public diplomacy in 2002. Later, the conclusions of the Commission of Inquiry (into Israel's public relations during the war on Lebanon in 2006), which was known as the Winograd Commission, were no less damning. These criticisms were repeated even more loudly as a result of the negative impact (on Israel's reputation) of the 2008-2009 war on Gaza. Most Israeli reflections (to which I will return) argue that the problem is the lack of a proper public diplomacy policy, but taking into consideration the above review of public diplomacy, two important factors are ignored in these critiques. First, there is no shortage of public diplomacy in Israel. Second, this diagnosis confuses symptom with cure. This failure is the inevitable result of hasbara being an Israeli product, as the rest of this article will illustrate.
Whether assessed by its content or its targeted audiences, and inevitable exceptions aside, 'liberal democracies' are the epistemological basis of most public diplomacy analyses. This is why hasbara involves an inherent contradiction that is extremely difficult to overcome and which continues to destabilize its objectives. In a sense, to sanitize the grim realities of its colonial policies against Palestinians while ensuring consent within Israel, hasbara needs to fill the gap between rude propaganda and sophisticated psyops, on the one hand, and public diplomacy, on the other hand. It is within this conceptual mire that hasbara finds itself unable to make a clear shift: Communication, here a merciless tool in the service of settler-colonialism, mutilates the quintessential meaning of public diplomacy. It attempts to construct consensus through persuasion about its right to occupy and repress Palestinians. Yet, it does so while executing military campaigns in the oPt and maintaining segregationist policies for Palestinians inside Israel. As Taylor argued, when a nation goes to war, public diplomacy is forced to take a backseat and primacy is given to military doctrines. 36 Israel's permanent front-seat is what gives rise to the hasbara stalemate. This tension will remain as long as Israel's Zionist, colonialist objectives remain. However, even if it suddenly wanted to, hasbara would not be able successfully to increase its moral authority-to make a 'post-conflict' shift-as that would undermine the Zionist project itself. This is why the words of Abba Eban from three decades ago, seem appropriate for the summer of 2014:
The immediate association in recent weeks has been the crash of steel against buildings, the screams of bereaved and wounded, the children lining up for water denied by an Israeli 'blockade', the rat-infested garbage heaps, the collapse of those thin layers of civility which shelter human beings against their own human vulnerability. It is little short of idiotic to believe that this movement of opinion could have been arrested by technical means such as a transfer of responsibility for 'hasbara' from one Cabinet desk to another.
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Interestingly, both the Western (liberal) and Israeli (Zionist) rationales share certain basic contradictions in relation to diplomacy. Aside from the clear Western-liberal double standards (non-violent democracy at home-whilst excluding minorities from this privilege-and violent warfare abroad), part of hasbara's own failing is the dysfunctional inheritance of Zionism. Tensions regarding diplomatic strategies are found across different ideological agendas because different Zionist tendencies became imperatives for public policy. 38 As Sasson Sofer shows, certain disparate perspectives in Israel's diplomacy are rooted in particular political traditions (for instance, David Ben-Gurion's Labour Zionism and Ze'ev Jabotinsky's Revisionism), which produced conflicting takes on the future state, and the divergence continued after 1948; in fact for Sofer, the intellectual foundation of Labour essentially caused later failures in diplomacy. 39 The idea that a certain Israeli diplomacy could be developed in a vacuum is a curious one, but the conclusion that an uncompromising rightwing approach would have made a difference is implausible. In a similar vein, the defining context of the 1948 war, or a Palestinian perspective, is completely absent in Zaki Shalom's 36 P. Taylor (2008) Sofer, Zionism. study. 40 As noted by Laura Eisenberg, this view is devoid of context, aside from the trite use of the word 'terrorist.' 41 However, Ron Schleifer maintains that the reason for Israel's weak hasbara is that it is too soft, engaging too much with the 'clean' side. 42 Elsewhere, Schleifer (2011) laments that hasbara is too concerned with defending itself, while it should be undermining the other-i.e., engaging in psyops rather than diplomacy-especially as Israel has far greater resources and an unrivalled security apparatus. 43 Ben Mor, in contrast, proposed that 'impression management' must be a structural strategy, one that goes beyond mere damage control (which Mor sees as akin to hasbara). 44 We see, therefore, a unique hasbara coming to life based on a meticulously engineered stigmatization of Palestinians. In an attempt to conceptualize this paradox of Israeli public diplomacy I borrow from Herman and Chomsky's critique of the corporate media in Manufacturing Consent, with the aforementioned reservation that complete manipulation of news is complicated by the contradictions of capitalism. Going further, as the evolution of public diplomacy itself shows, manufacturing consent by unabashed self-promotion and patriotic propaganda does not fit in our times. The alternative is to construct a narrative that questions the other. I therefore take note of the absence of Palestinian concerns in mainstream media, as was pointed out in Said's Peace and Its Discontents (1995) -the discontented themselves are not even consulted about their appraisal of 'peace' in this mainstream media.
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It is therefore as also important for Israel to generate discontent with Palestinians and their message. This results in the parallel, yet reversed, formulation of hasbara as representing the manufacturing of discontent. In other words, it assumes the employment of both elements (discontent-smear for the other, defend-promote the self).
Hasbara at Work: Manufacturing Discontent
Israel's formation of an informal Ministry of Hasbara, as part of the Foreign Ministry, in 2013, is testimony to the professionalization and intensification of hasbara, in terms of the amount of interventions (and subsidies) that result from it. This (policy) transformation responded to a number of key moments. Schleifer identifies one moment: the capture of two undercover Israeli agents in a police station in Ramallah in 2002. The photos of the agents' bodies being thrown out of a window (and a man holding up bloodied hands to cheering crowds) were the igniters of a pro-active hasbara. 46 This redirection went further under the influence of Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman, during their first coalition government.
One of the stark paradoxes that emerges from the many 'advisory' documents is that the suggested hasbara narratives-meant to increase pro-Israeli frameworks-are already close to the general journalistic language. Decades of hasbara have nurtured and constructed a general language for, and interpretation of, Palestine/Israel. Essentially, this discourse is effective because Israel has crucial leverage with regard to powerful states (Great Britain and United States). Pro-Israel lobbies have developed into a transnational phenomenon, funded largely by transnational corporate actors, which, in turn, have incorporated them further into neoliberal and neoconservative networks. 47 Thus the successes of the pro-Israel lobby are possible, not because of remarkably talented 'Jewish lobbies' (as often and wrongly is assumed), but because they coincide with certain material interests.
Online journalism, however, is an arena where news and opinion have become less monolithic. Coupled with particular realities on the ground, this has resulted in further contradictions. The occasional pro-Palestinian message or alternative report beyond the mainstream frameworks occur in spite of an internalized hasbara among journalists-because, overall, Western mass media already accommodate hasbara. As mentioned, rather than being evidence of an inherent openness in mainstream media, this is as a consequence of the ideological cracks provided by a liberal (capitalist) system or dominant frameworks. Such cracks sporadically are fi with relevant information. The 'both sides' paradigm is the sort of framing that assists hasbara most prominently in the mainstream domain. Before discussing the transformations of hasbara itself, we need to consider the kind of representations of Palestine/Israel it co-designs. The archetypical 'two-sides' narrative, according to which all sides are wrong, or the truth is somewhere in the middle, is not instinctive: The aspect of Israeli military and political force first must be disentangled in order for it to become convincing. One of the contrivances is to replace the inequality that exists in terms of material and military power with moral trepidations. This may take the form of conflating the number of rockets fired from Israeli jets and warships with the number of Palestinian handmade grenades or stones. Another common form is the comparison between calling for revenge in Palestinian propaganda videos and actually committing military massacres. As a result impact is replaced by intent and this itself is pathologized and divorced from reason. In recent years, the term 'Hamas rockets' has become code for such a narrative. These discursive accommodations, above all, have allowed journalists and analysts to forget the daily structural living conditions. A discomforting example occurred when, during the military attack on Gaza, a television host cut off a Palestinian guest: 'You had your chance. You didn't say Hamas is a terrorist organization. Good-bye.' 49 Moreover, the term Hamas rockets is itself a continuation of the term 'suicide bombers': Such condemnation imperatives were prevalent in dominant media representations and academia during the Second Intifada, and led Ghassan Hage to ask, why it is that suicide bombing cannot be talked about without being condemned first. After all, we can sit and analyse in a cool manner the formidably violent colonial invasion without feeling that 'absolute' moral condemnation should be a precondition or even a substitute for uttering an opinion about it.
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Another common example of this kind of approach relates to the Palestinian 'failure' to commit to peace. The rejection of Israel's propositions-the result of the fact that this peace would bear no resemblance to justice and basically would prolong the suffering, since it would change none of the structural conditions-is rarely considered. This amounts, in a sense, to critiquing Palestinians for not accepting compromises and thus stripping the colonized of their dignity to be at least represented correctly. 48 By relating hasbara to these media practices, I aim to show that this is not simply the consequence of mass media-induced ignorance. For Hage, the condemnation imperative deliberately prevents a sociological explanation of why Palestinian suicide bombers act the way they do in the first place. In addition, this treatment then also muzzles criticism of existing international complicity. In this case, the difference between hasbara and public diplomacy is that it actually does not matter what Palestinians think, since hasbara initially is not designed to be believed by Palestinians. Unsurprisingly, since Palestinians, who have been resisting the occupying force for over a century, are an unlikely target, hasbara is mainly concerned with external influence. Its meta-goal is maintaining the international alliances that protect Israel through the provision of material and diplomatic support. Yet, when deconstructing the hasbara logic beyond this point, there is a message that is intended for Palestinians. Miélville's observation 'How, the world asked in incredulous rage, can they possibly think this ludicrous scenario will convince us? The answer, of course, is that they don't,' 51 with regard to the very coincidental shelling of a family on a Gaza beach in 2006, explains this proposition. The hasbara referred to in this example is simply unconvincing, but the goal is meant to convey a reminder of the rules of engagement, namely that Israel indeed can do this and then keep 'the world' busy with ostentatious explanations. This kind of framing has become one of the most important aspects of hasbara and a recurring ritual. The outcome, as hinted at in this article's epigraph, is like many ceremonial formalities: It delays the actual question about what to do about it. The use of red flags indicates that the core purpose of hasbara is to distract from structural issues. Hence, besides having the objective of mobilizing international support for Israel, hasbara is meant to delay support for Palestinians and at the same time, to repair this settler-colonial omission. Suicide bombers smoothly transitions into Hamas rockets and become the bearer of the very narratives that manufacture discontent. This occurred most intensely after Operation Cast Lead and I therefore label it the 'cast doubt' approach. with an offer of special allotted paydays for flight attendants in the United States to engage in personal hasbara. These El Al Ambassadors use their free slots between flights to engage in small talk with local residents, sharing personal stories about living in Israel, while mentioning Israel's success in the fields of science and culture. 54 The recruitment of volunteers was achieved most prominently through enlisting support from Israel's biggest student union, in 2013. 55 In times of war, full-time social media operatives are formed in what is referred to as war situation or operation rooms, to engage in political astroturfing (see Figure 2b) . 56 Transnationally coordinated efforts and the use of multilingual Israelis reflect some of the most far-reaching evolutions in hasbara. The period immediately after the outbreak of the Second Intifada (which coincided with the 'War on Terror') saw the creation of what is termed 'neoliberal Zionism.' 57 As mentioned, these overlaps exist because capitalists and Zionists share some of the same ruling class networks. The pro-Israel lobby groups are supported by, and intimately connected with, pro-Israel Christians. 58 In the Netherlands, hasbara volunteers are found within evangelical groups with a Zionist affinity. Their networks are the Facebook group and the Twitter account Holland4Israel. As events in 2014 show, they come together and tap into numerous virtual platforms to target pro-Palestine activists. However, they do not engage randomly: They adhere to well prepared and mostly discursive campaigns. The attention given to language is therefore crucial.
The 2009 Global Language Dictionary report by The Israel Project advises how to instrumentalize hasbara volunteers better. 59 The report documents the methods that lie behind the meticulously organized media hasbara and confirms Israel's move to a positive (soft) discourse by demonstrating which language should be deployed to advance the pro-Israel paradigm. It gives an example of how to counteract the 'right of return' (enshrined in UN General Assembly Resolution 194) by re-framing it as an unreasonable Palestinian 'demand' that is blocking peace efforts. This political recalibration is designed to reinforce the sense of the conflict being complicated. The report warns against declarative statements (every, totally, always and never) because 'westerners think in shades of grey.' 60 60 The report also found that certain words-accountability, children, diplomacy, prosperity, prevention, perseverance-or general references-Hamas or militant Islam instead of Palestinians-work better.
and realizing that there is a democratic community to be taken into consideration. 61 They specifically target American liberals (Democratic Party voters) and differentiate party cadres (on which it can rely) from passive voters (more open to critique), who are not necessarily pro-Israel. Indeed, hasbara reports focus on the American public, for the obvious reason that they are, as US taxpayers, the main external funders of Israel, given that Israel is the recipient of the largest amount of US foreign spending. These recommendations clearly disclose where hasbara imagines its audience to exist, but it also is important to read them as evidence that hasbara is being forced to cope with a globally changing public-one that rejects war, apartheid and land appropriation. These reports have a distinctively corporate tone, and borrow from the formula of 'viral marketing.'A good example of this marketization of hasbara is Brand Israel.
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Hasbara volunteers manipulate facts or make unfounded accusations of anti-Semitism, 63 and thus operate in a manner that is referred to as 'trolling.' They create public fronts from behind which they can attract supporters with affirmative sentiments. Whether in Amsterdam or Tel Aviv, the formula is the same: A group of volunteers and coordinators come together and produce information outlets that disseminate resources and repetitive views via online groups. This signals the emergence of hasbara as a more belligerent form of Israeli public diplomacy, e.g., the manipulation of images through digital Photoshopping (altering the texts on placards carried at demonstrations, from 'Stop Israeli Terrorism' to 'Stop Hamas Terrorism on Israel'), or attributing pro-Israeli quotes to famous historical figures, such as Martin Luther King. 64 Taken together, the policy reports, instructions and commercial strategies constitute a form of public relations and crowd-sourcing that are at once diplomatic and corporate. Such astroturfing and branding varies from selling plastic bracelets to expressing positive reactions through supposedly random posts, and they all can be mediated through the supposed neutral (apolitical) language of tourism or sports. 65 For instance, during summer, 2014, Twitter followers of the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) were asked to re-tweet its posts with the additional hashtag #WorldCup in order to maximize reach (Mackey 2014) . 66 The essential point to note here is that the methodologies rely chiefly on internet infrastructures. In recent years, many examples of this hasbara genre have converged with social media. As I will discuss in more depth now, a greater intimacy began to develop between state bodies, hasbara projects and military campaigns. Hence, efforts to convince the international mainstream media that Palestinian stones are as bad as Israeli warplanes are intensely mediated through online videos. 67 Furthermore, social media, often the first outlet for breaking news, potentially can weaken government interference or newsroom control. This is the double meaning of hasbara 2.0: the idea being that cyberspace is where a new public needs to be challenged.
The Emergence of Hasbara 2.0
We have to understand, first of all, and identify the problem that we are facing a very dedicated enemy who is also very sophisticated and who is now also using technology: Internet, Facebook and many many other things; using NGOs in a very sophisticated way and a large network… there is a dedicated campaign against us by a whole network.
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If one takes the scale, recruitment and training of those employed in hasbara activities as a measure, then it is clear that a sense of urgency affected Israel between 2008 and 2012. Hasbara 2.0 therefore arose in response to two mutually constitutive shifts: First, on a conceptual level, deciding whether hasbara was to be the aggressive propaganda variant or the subtle public diplomacy version; and, second, on a technical level, updating its tools (from Web 1 to Web 2) and practices (relying on an army of volunteers) related to what came to be framed as the emergence of hasbara 2.0, or digital diplomacy.
Israel's international reputation had experienced serious damage during the 2006 Lebanon war, and Operation Cast Lead two years later, proved to be the main turning point. This military confrontation particularly heightened the international solidarity movement with Palestinians and it facilitated a change in international public perceptions of Israel. The many graphic images of people escaping bombardment or covered in detritus, video footage of injured or dead children, the (self-) portraits of IDF soldiers admitting to the killing of children that were circulated on YouTube, Facebook and Instagram and were beamed directly to publics across the world, all had a huge impact. During this period of intense violence, mainstream media outlets became more critical and thus a different approach from Israel was required. Israel therefore felt it had to adopt a more assertive hasbara strategy in response. More guidelines appeared, which urged a move away from an aggressive propagandist variety of hasbara, and instead recommended a more subtle variant. Yet, it cannot be denied that this was first and foremost a war in cyberspace that was fought over real events. The increased levels of hasbara came in response both to real events themselves and to pro-Palestinian activism around these events.
This occurred, for instance, during the 2010 attack on the Mavi Marmara aid flotilla, and during the November 2012 war (Pillar of Clouds) on Gaza, as well as the July-August 67 Apart from external influence, one can also read these hasbara videos as simultaneously communicating to Israelis that they are stronger and are winning, i.e., do not need to question their colonial policy. Besides the motive of distracting them from the 'real issues', announcing intent for Israelis themselves is thus an important parallel motive in much of the hasbara propaganda. 2014 war on Gaza. 69 These hasbara campaigns thus mushroom in tandem with high levels of pro-Palestinian online activism. As a result, the levels of digital hasbara during these military assaults was intense. 70 Simultaneously, these technological efforts aligned more strictly with 'operational' matters, i.e., they took place at the heart of the military. After the Mavi Marmara incident, the IDF launched its own blog, Twitter account and YouTube channel. IDF Lieutenant Aliza Landes, who was the first to initiate these activities, noted that the mainstream media often taps into microblogging spaces and online video channels and made clear that providing visual mediation was therefore indispensable. 71 The YouTube channel had videos of successful army defences against Palestinian and Lebanese attacks during the 2006 war on Lebanon. However, its popularity really soared during Operation Cast Lead, when it momentarily became the second most subscribed channel of YouTube, according to Jonathan Cook, in the first week of the war, a period that also coincided with the first systematized outsourcing of Twitter.
72 Lieutenant Sacha Dratwa followed in Landes' footsteps as head of the New Media Desk. 73 Trained in this new field during Cast Lead, Dratwa pushed the IDF's involvement in the 'media war' even further by coordinating many of the real-time online campaigns. Being a native French speaker he also led the Francophone online interventions. During the attack on the Mavi Marmara, English subtitles and captions helped to create certain interpretations that delegitimized the Palestinian narrative. 74 By 2012 these hasbara-style initiatives from the IDF were synchronized as an interactive online branch that came under a new command, with a permanent team operating in liaison with the Ministry of Hasbara, and in liaison with international volunteers, as mentioned before. 75 According to the IDF's social media chief, Avital Leibovich, 'The military is a closed organization, it doesn't share with other people-it uses harsh language. Here we are exactly the opposite, we are creative, we are open, we are interacting, and we are sharing. This is something very unique.' 76 The Israeli army was learning how to benefit from the new media ecology, largely because of the innovations of its young conscripts. Indeed, as she continued, 'These [soldiers] are 19-year-olds! They've grown up with this technology and have integrated it-internalized it-completely.'
77 Hasbara had to adjust to digital media because online media is not as impassable as the comfort-zone of the mainstream media. However, the issue is not that the mainstream press finally have ceased to ignore the Palestinian side of the story, or that journalists have become more aware and resistant to Israeli spin doctors per se.
Israel's behavior and subsequent image as a military aggressor increased just as social media (especially Twitter) began to reconstitute journalism. We saw this most clearly during reporting about the war on Gaza in 2014. The combined effect of the physical presence of journalists (and therefore potentially more personal) and being embedded in Twitter, that operate outside the official media's confines, suggests that social networking media offer a different algorithmic logic of news mediation. Discussing the incorporation of Twitter into news discourses, Zizi Papacharissi and Maria Oliveira also suggest that the rhythms of journalistic storytelling have changed. 78 They maintain that, during the first few months of the Arab uprisings, Twitter built on a stream of news that mainly had affective content. The suggestion is that such online (affective) mediated news streams are more in tune with spontaneous inputs and therefore also more susceptible to emotional connections. For instance, 'breaking news' is an additional mechanism underlying these rhythms, temporarily affording online reports the possibility of becoming news stories in themselves. However, it also could be the case that instant Twitter feeds are added as part of the reporting stream when access to the field is blocked and, at the same time, there is increased pressure on editors to report from the ground (as is common in the increasingly competitive news sector). While this is indeed relevant for consideration, we cannot simply extrapolate this to journalism on Palestine/Israel, a topic that is considerably less open for debate. Reporting about Palestine is more complex and less fair, 79 and so offers limited space for a news ecology that is geared toward positive rhythms based on affect, as suggested by Papacharissi and Oliveira. 80 It is more likely that when access is blocked by Israel, editors still will not promote informal Palestinian voices to fill the gaps, as it did with various Arab bloggers in 2011. In other words, the fissures offered by these rhythms will be very exceptional for Palestine. But what if this exception is presented with an all-out war? And what does this suggest in terms of the visual material it bestows? Military attacks create violent images: Uncensored footage sometimes even is recorded by journalists themselves as they happen to witness attacks first hand, and on occasion they are beamed into living rooms through digital platforms. As journalists also utilize social media platforms, their content may become part of grassroots information flows. This occurred briefly in the summer of 2014.
Online Journalism: A Reckoning?
Many journalists are embedded in microblogging platforms, and they generally have a large number of followers. Their presence in situ offers the viewing public a direct window on conditions on the ground, as they share their observations. These journalists may witness exactly what happened before or after a bombing; reactions to this, a human response that comes with the repugnancy of witnessing violence, becomes a liability. Yet when they share this observation through an instant medium that is outside central editorial control, this has direct implications for Israeli public diplomacy efforts. In their raw and uncensored manner, the reality of the experience of the journalist is portrayed. This process begins to explain why the sleek and well-prepared hasbara content does not generate the same conviction. For example, CNN's Diana Magnay's aversion was visible as she reported from a hilltop full of Israelis cheering the bombings of neighbourhoods in Gaza. Or the case of Peter Beaumont, who described how he witnessed an Israeli naval shelling ripping apart four children playing football on a beach: His shock is deeply ingrained in his comments on Twitter and in a piece for The Guardian newspaper. NBC's Ayman Mohye ldin also covered the same incident, recording the mothers and fathers of these children just as they realized what had happened. 81 The response of these journalists, infused with a sense of indignation, becomes part of the news story itself, and, in turn, they are shared even more widely through their linked platforms.
In other words, the reporting by journalists in the summer of 2014, together with a far greater online presence, created a disconnect between Israel's hasbara message and what was being reported. The fact that these are mostly journalists operating inside mainstream media networks causes deeper cracks in the centre of the fault lines, with the subsequent potential to create greater fracturing of the hasbara vision. Israeli spokespeople had great difficulty explaining the situation. 82 In such cases hasbara efforts are intensified. Nevertheless, even the best versions of hasbara, applied with maximum effort, have difficulty legitimizing a militarily superior entity that is launching tank bombardments and airstrikes against a confined population. With some of the extraordinary events instantly flashed through online networks, it has become harder to contain contradictory messages. At this point hasbara is at its weakest: As it reveals itself, its distortions become almost predictable. In such a high profile context, a corporate-style foundation for hasbara does not always succeed in its appeals. It is also more likely to be rejected during moments of (humanitarian) crisis. However, Israel is also challenged by pro-Palestinian narratives, due to the competitive nature of corporate media and the changing techno-social infrastructures, as argued at the outset. Such critical analyses help us to account for the apparent anomalies of Israeli public diplomacy, and in due course they also may help us to shed light on the ongoing struggles, and to challenge the dominant power relations in the context of the media's changing position. The development of the internet has helped to change the political order and the balance of forces. I do not mean by this that politics can be deduced from technology, but, rather, I highlight their interconnectedness. The result is a techno-political dialectic that comes from both sides, from technological changes and a growing political consciousness. For mass media are an important source of information and opinion. At the same time, external dynamics (such as an influential protest movement) also can produce particular ideas that push against the dominant media framings. 83 Parallel to this important dynamic, there are also changes in the infrastructure that allow those contesting ideas to be mediated more widely. Access to mass media is necessary in order to set the agenda and, if possible, to cultivate it as a free space; a space to which to (re)direct attention. This is where critical writings on the temporary synchronization between revolutionary activists' agendas and mainstream journalism, such 81 Magnay tweeted about being harassed and called the Israelis on the hilltop 'scum.' She was removed from Palestine by her employer and sent to Moscow, provoking mocking comments about her being sent to Siberia. Mohyeldin commented about this on Facebook. He also was pulled out, presumably in response to his personal comments on Facebook. He was reinstated after a big outcry by fans and colleagues. Beaumont tweeted about having seen a father scraping up his son and putting the pieces into a plastic bag. Sparks, Contradictions of Capitalist Media Practice, p. 130. as during the 2011 Arab uprisings, can help. 84 They remind us that volatile occasions give rise to more debate and opposition.
Indeed, when pushing too far, Israeli hasbara practices cause more damage. When asked to support a propagandist Facebook page that promotes Israeli tourism, while the ugliness of war is intensely mediated, hasbara astroturfing is unlikely to strike an emotional chord. On the contrary, it may lead to unforeseen results, such as inadvertent comments about the Israeli army, and thus it may become belligerent. Pressure from below can bring about a momentary synchronization of news and political dynamics. This article insists on the interface between the journalistic social media ecology and pro-Palestinian activism. Together they can reach and influence public opinion, as the next, and final, section of this article suggests.
Implications for Palestinian Solidarity
As mentioned, the notion of media 'neutrality' is especially necessary in 'representative' democracies, and this makes it also more vulnerable to pressure. Pro-Palestinian involvement (both online and offline) is therefore an indispensable part of the dynamic. Although often ignored by media or public diplomacy experts, it is necessary to pay attention to political resistance in order to obtain a full picture. When activists mobilize on a large scale, they can persuade sections of society. Precisely because it is not useful to provide a forensic assessment of hasbara activities for their own sake, I do so with this tension in mind.
A materialist concept of media and communication technologies recognizes the dialectical contradictions in its unsettled and dynamic social reality. For that is also why the relationship between mainstream media and the political and economic élite reflects a greater overlap with Zionist pressure groups than with ordinary people, who are neither élite nor necessarily pro-colonial. This contradiction suggests an antagonism that in itself can be the basis for struggle and progress. 85 This does not mean that the mere existence of oppression is sufficient to achieve resistance. Dana Cloud, for instance, explains this through the difference between class as an objective entity, and class as a subjective consciousness. 86 Changing political awareness inevitably will require mediation, and while attempts to change such awareness indeed often are tried through the media, they also can take place through activism. The rhetorical power of a social movement can disrupt business as usual. 87 That is why I have argued that hasbara is not merely challenged technologically.
During contentious moments in recent years-from disrupting propaganda efforts to the imposition of alternative media frameworks, Israeli hasbara faced an increasingly successful counter-narrative. This occurs despite the fact that dominant media frameworks helped to manufacture an erroneous framework over several decades, always ready for hasbara to exploit. As noted, this is denoted most clearly by the 'both sides' imperative, and its exasperating red flags. The small victories are the product of a political process that evolves the combined effect of technological tools and political activism. In this way new media strategies can converge the socio-political and techno-material dynamics and help bust the pro-Israel myths. As mentioned, hasbara has made several important adaptations relating to precisely these digital media changes in coordination with the army.
During the 2014 war on Gaza, the IDF had 292,000 Twitter followers and was offering dozens of updates a day, including infographs. However, these figures cannot be taken at face value. Its presence was indeed far superior to that offered by Palestinian military groups, such as al-Qassam (the military wing of Hamas), whose account on Twitter had merely 11,900 followers in the same period. 88 Online media is shaped by an existing colonization of digital infrastructures that reflect the reality of cyber imperialism. 89 The fact is that existing dominant platforms block most of al-Qassam's accounts, since the majority of companies are hosted in the United States and abide by state wishes and policy regulations. Thus the internet is not a democratic space: Many platforms are not neutral but follow corporate or state orders that mostly favor Israel. But if we zoom out from the military actors, where there is such an unequal balance of forces, and zoom into activist groups, then the number of people sharing and liking hashtags in support of Palestinians is much higher, with pro-Palestinian tweets than being far more numerous than those produced by hasbara. The #GazaUnderAttack ( Figure  3(b) ) tweets during the war illustrate this. 90 The fact that celebrities (e.g., Dwight Howard, the basketball player, and Rihanna, the singer) posted tweets with the #FreePalestine hashtag also reflects how broadly this political dispositionality is embraced. 91 Moreover, the contradiction of hyper-mediations turns hasbara audiences into witnesses of injustice. An example of this dynamic is the online video, What Is It Like to Be Attacked By Rocks? It shows scenes of Palestinian youths throwing stones, and it ends dramatically with the question: 'The media consider rock-throwing a harmless provocation. Do you still agree?' The stark irony is that cars pass by on Israeli-only roads in West Bank settlements. These discursive and visual tools become hasbara's own nemesis by disclosing the illegal presence of Israeli colonial settlers, providing evidence of apartheid. 92 Similarly, in the What it's like to be hit by rockets video, the casualty is a cat that falls from a tree. Again, compared to footage of air bombardments of densely populated apartment blocks in Gaza, this only confirms the military inequality. These contradictions do not just occur as such, they are identified by critics and offered to the media as part of larger awareness campaigns. The tireless attempts of Palestinian activists and their international supporters therefore answers why hasbara has refocused much of its attention toward the activist spaces and networks. This is exactly why the media are not the only space of contention for hasbara.
This perspective offers a better explanation of why, despite Israel's status as an unscrupulous rival with an undeniably stunning media apparatus and a very well-funded public diplomacy, hasbara is not very successful in winning hearts and minds. This perspective becomes clear once we step outside the disciplinary confines of media studies and regard mediation as a convergence of socio-political and techno-material factors. For example, as a consequence of Israeli military violence (in 2000, 2002, 2004, 2006, 2008-09, 2010, 2012, 2014) , protests began to accumulate and gather speed. This is reflected in a number of surveys conducted between 2002 and 2012. The 2014 attack on Gaza furthered this increasingly critical international public opinion. In the UK the YouGov and The Sunday Times' polls showed that 62 percent of the public believed that the Israeli government was committing war crimes, and 51 percent of those polled by The Sunday Times stated that Israel's actions were unjustified. This increase in sympathy for the Palestinians is particularly interesting in traditionally pro-Israeli media outlets, such as The Sunday Times.
93 A growing number of people place Israel, together with Iran, Pakistan and North Korea, as the most negatively rated countries. Specifically in EU countries, views on Israeli influence have hardened in Spain (74 percent negative rating, up 8 points) and in France (65 percent, up 9 points). Negative ratings in Germany (69 percent) and Britain (68 percent) remain high. In other English-speaking countries, negative views about Israeli policies also have risen: In Australia (65 percent negative rating, up 7 points) and in Canada (59 percent, up 7 points).
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The decline of support among the Jewish community in the UK is particularly telling. British Jews have become increasingly uncomfortable with the right-wing politics of Israel and the ethno-racial expectation that they will close ranks for its sake. 95 Political engagement on university campuses is among the most interesting challenge that is causing shifts in the public's opinion vis-à-vis Israel. This engagement, in turn, also explains the growth of campus activities by hasbara campaigns. Progressive student bodies endorsing divestment campaigns, such as Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS), increasingly weaken pro-Israel lobbies and antagonize hasbara initiatives. Consequently, Israel has experienced a growing number of celebrities cancelling cultural events in Israel, at a level that is similar to the boycott and divestment campaigns during the apartheid era in South Africa. It is likely that the growth in boycott campaigns and the increase in street protests have pushed previously controversial topics regarding Palestine further into the public arena. Similarly, it is unsurprising that the Israeli government and its hasbara strategy have identified BDS as a key strategic threat. The double entendre, 'Don't believe the BS in BDS!', used by Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu in his speech at the 2014 American Israel Public Affairs Committee (AIPAC) meeting, is telling. 96 However, this top-level response to a largely grassroots campaign further demonstrates that ordinary people can contradict hasbara messages that emanate via the same dominant media on which public diplomacy relies, and in due course can construct an independent discourse. This dynamic clarifies why hasbara must be refined and yet how, in doing so, it repeatedly fails, or rather why the contradictions that exist between the Israeli message and its reality are becoming ever wider. The additional angle of politically active engagement makes clear that a particular consciousness can be nurtured beyond the reach of public relations or diplomacy.
Conclusion: Meticulous Strategy, Magnificent Failure
This ostentatiously outrageous lie reads not as evasion, but as a deliberate and cruel assertion of power, not only over life and death, but, at least in the Gaza strip, over truth itself. 97 For Palestinians, hasbara does something definite: it mediates not only the exercise of power over life and death, but over truth itself. Hasbara has become a multi-levelled project: some can be understood as a form of public diplomacy, or seductive branding, while others take the form of aggressive soft power, or psyops. Following a framework that befits liberal nation-states, mainstream public diplomacy literature provides a separation of these two roles: One where the monopoly and exertion of violence is veiled. This is not the case with Israel, which, according to Molad, is perceived in the international community as militaristic, masculine, religious, stiffnecked, dangerous, chauvinist, and frightening, and is constantly identified in the international media with images of conflict.
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This change mostly is associated with Israel's military operations. International public opinion gradually, and perhaps irrevocably, has shifted toward one in which Israel is perceived as a military aggressor. Simply put, it is more difficult to mask images of conflict when one perpetually is involved in wars. The underlying truth of colonialism, obscured by an ideological bias (Zionism), does not allow hasbara to arrive at the most logical explanation that would be in tune with most public relations approaches or media analyses. In answer to Schleifer (cited at the beginning of this article), who asked how it is that a state with nuclear weapons and reputable intelligence services could fail, the answer is contained in the question. The primacy given to military doctrines, Israel's permanent condition, directs us to what causes the hasbara stalemate. Hasbara cannot make a 'post-conflict' shift as long as it is not based on justice for Palestinians, which, of course, would undermine the Zionist project itself. Thus, hasbara is trapped between a rock and a hard place as this article illustrated. The difference between opinions of governments and ordinary publics regarding Israel epitomizes the immense contradictions. That is why public diplomacy needs to be assessed through state and non-state dynamics, increase of support for Palestine and critique of Israel coincide.
In response to growing international criticism hasbara has undertaken a number of makeovers-refined its earlier style to a slick 'cast doubt' strategy. In the 'Hamas Rockets' red flag model a handmade grenade damaging a tree in Israel, and an Israeli F16 killing 25 people in a massive blast are measured against the same philosophical or ethical standards. Such a conceptual levelling of politics and experiences in a greatly uneven reality reverses oppression and resistance, or cause and effect. This article explored the role of the internet for public diplomacy with reference to techno-military forces and has illustrated how this process intersects with, and is influenced by, a changing media ecology and journalism more generally.
The asymmetry in the military field and the strength and resources of Israeli social media-construed by existing double standards, e.g., online platforms are blocking Hamas pages while accommodating those of the IDF-clearly outweigh those of the Palestinians. However, the overall impact of the Palestinians on social media outweighs that of Israel, defying the mathematical logic that one might presume applies. That an opponent with more resources, superior access to intelligence and crucial international backing is not able fully to impose its will is an important confirmation of activist efforts and solidarity. To understand these contradictory dynamics better, we must take the conceptual dispute outside of the media realm and reconverge it with offline strategies, with grassroots activism. And amid the deeply unequal balance of forces, the struggle for justice only can be a long-term one. It is important to remember that the grassroots struggle against Apartheid South Africa took many decades; without all those initial cracks in the projection of white supremacy by all the big and small solidarity groups across the world, it would not have managed to emanate as a collective that managed to pressure international governments to end their diplomatic and economic support for South Africa.
The lacuna between Israel's desired public persona and overall international perception continues to deepen and pro-Palestinian movements are gaining public support. If anything, the examples discussed in this article have shown that occasions of war create cracks in the dominant media narrative. It is when a parallel common sense seeps through, one that defies many of hasbara's attempts to 'explain' it all away. This 'common sense' is captured by the words chanted in the streets of many capitals across the world in July and August 2014: 'In our thousands-in our millions-we are all Palestinians.' This striking chant proclaims that (pro-) Palestinian public diplomacy, not relying on government interventions, is an international and above all people's objective. The basic fact, therefore, is that every time Israeli propaganda becomes more masterful in its techniques and receives more budgets, it ends in disappointment. Paradoxically, grassroots diplomacy -a public relations that is formed by universal principles of justice and equality-offers qualities that money cannot buy, hence a more aggressive hasbara tends to mobilize more solidarity for Palestinians in the process.
